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Midterm Grades To Be
Eliminated As Trial
by Monica Sanchez
Editor-in-Chief

Thursday, the USD Senate approved, by
an 11-7 vote, a recommendation to
eliminate midterm grades.
The amendment to the proposal which
ultimately passed in the Senate states that
midterm grades will be eliminated for a
one-year trial period during the 1988-89
school year. At the end of this period the
policy will be reviewed and changes
recommended.
In the place of grades students will
receive deficiency notices for classes in
which they are getting a "D" or "F" letter
grade.
According to Sam Attisha, one of the
three student representatives who went
before the Senate to lobby against the
favorable vote, the issue was decided
before they appeared. "When we walked
in we were already dealing with the
amendments, not the issue," he said.
Michael Bonte-Friedheim, the second
student representative present at the
assembly (Holly Coonrood was the third),
said this procedure was unfair because
they (the student representatives) did not
receive any of the amendment proposals
nor the minutes of the prior meeting. "I
was under the impression they would
discuss the issue a little bit longer," he
said.
For this discussion, Bonte-Friedheim
had drawn up and distributed among his
fellow resident assistants a poll addressing
the issues of maintaining midterm grades.
The results were that out of a total of 673
students surveyed, 582 (86.5 percent) were
in favor of keeping midterm grades, while
91 (13.5 percent) were against them.
As a result of the passage of this bill, AS
President Kevin Rapp, Vice-president Sam
Attisha and other members of the -AS
have drafted a letter to University Presi
dent Dr. Author E. Hughes. The deans of
the different departments and three
members of the USD Board of Trustees
will receive copies as well.

Rapp said "We are enclosing the survey,
and it's our opinion students are in favor
of having the grades." He added that the
issue was brought up before the Board of
Trustees on November 24, and the
members of this body were supportive of
the students' position.
Vice-president and Dean of Student Af
fairs Tom Burke agrees with Rapp's state
ment. "The three trustees present at that
meeting are not very inclined to accept the
dropping of midterm grades," he said in a
phone interview.
The proposal will now go to the Cabinet
of Academic Committee of the Universi
ty, which acts as advisor to USD President
Hughes, where it must receive a majority
of votes for approval.
This committee consists of USD Presi
dent Hughes, Sr. Furay, Vice-president
and Provost, Vice-president of Financial
Affairs John D. Boyce, Vice-president and
Dean of Student Affairs Burke, Vice-presi
dent of University Relations, the deans of
the various academic departments, and
USD Senate Chair Dr. Lynne Small.
According to Dr. Larry Williamson,
coordinator of the Communications
Studies department and one of the
backers of the bill, the proposal has about
a 50 percent chance of passing.
When confronted with several students'
observations that teachers will still have to
calculate grades in order to give out defi
ciency notices, Williamson disagreed. He
said there was less work involved with
these notices, Williamson disagreed. He
said there wa$ less work involved with
these notices because "what it's going
to do is flag people who are basically
doomed."
Regarding student's allegations that
their survey and information were not
taken seriously, Williamson replied that
this was not true. He added "I tabled the
amendment so they would have time to
conduct their research ... I was the one
who told them to conduct the study."

photo by Monica Sanchez

S O T H I S IS WHAT YOUR OFFICE LOOKS LIKE!!! AS President Kevin
Rapp points out the route for the first annual USD Collegiate Classic Bike
Race. The race will be held on Saturday, April 30 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. as the
culmination of a week filled with spirited events, including a Lark, a
Showcase, and the screening of the movie "Roxanne."

Collegiate Classic
To Become Reality
by Brenna O'Boyle
The new USD Collegiate Classic Bike
Race will be held on April 30, U.S. Cycl
ing Day.
AS President Kevin Rapp states that
this bike race, which the AS is attempting
to make a traditional spring event, will
finally distinguish USD from UCSD and
San Diego State.
The USD Collegiate Classic will begin
at 9 a.m. and end at 3 p.m. The boundries
of the race course will be Marian Way,
Serra Hall, the Law School and Law
Library, and back to Marian Way.
The day will be broken down into seven
45-minute races. So everyone will have the
opportunity to participate in the race, it
has been broken down into different col
legiate divisions, A, B, C, and two pro-am
divisions.
The collegiate divisions will include par
ticipants from other Southern California
colleges. The pro-am division will include
many Olympic hopefuls.
The race is expected to attract 250 bike
racers, approximately 25 being USD
students. Over 5000 spectators are ex
pected, including students, community
members and bike racing fans.
The entrance fee for the race will be $5
per person, with four members per team.
This entrance fee will help to keep the cost
of the race to a minimum.
The Classic will cost the AS an
estimated $9000 for various work ex

120 Violations; No Tickets Issued
by Gerald McCloud
Assistant N e w s E d i t o r

During last Thursday night's basketball
game at the USD Sports Center, there
were 109 parking permit violations, 10 fire
lane obstructions and a handicapped zone
violation.
The 109 parking permit violations were
in the lot reserved solely for EC (East
Campus) parking permits. This lot is clear
ly designated at each entrance as a 24 hour
tv:o-away zone. As a result, dozens of EC
permit holders were forced to park in
violation of their permits.
Their spaces were occupied by illegally
parked vehicles.
According to a flyer recently distributed

at the Alcala Vista Apartments ". . .the
parking area by the Sports Center and
Alcala Vista Apartments will be STRICT
LY enforced. Vehicles with 'EC' permits
may park in the area East and North of
the apartment complex or in the spaces
marked with 'RESERVED EC PERMITS'
only."
However, no citations for any violation,
including fire lanes, were issued. When
security officers were questioned as to why
no tickets were issued, the response was
summarized by one officer who respond
ed, "It's only common sense," attesting
that parking regulations are relaxed for
certain activities. How much these rules
are relaxed is "... up to the officer's

discretion."
Don Johnson, Chief of USD Security,
confirmed that parking permit violations
in the designated EC are relaxed to accom
modate the heavy flow of cars expected at
every sporting event. However, according
to Johnson, there should be no exceptions
to the rules governing parking in fire
lanes.
The San Diego fire marshal! can visit
facilities at any time and use all means in
his jurisdiction to clear fire lane obstruc
tions. This includes citing and towing all
vehicles, eliciting the use of public an
nouncement systems, and, in the
strongest case, stopping the sporting event
to have the vehicles removed.

penses. This figure includes hay bails,
advertising, marshals, photo finish
camera, start and finish banners, permits,
trophies and a professional coordinator
for the race.
An estimated $8000 will be defrayed by
corporate sponsorship, enabling the AS to
keep their cost down. Pepsi has expressed
an interest in sponsoring the Classic, but
as of press time, no contract had been
signed. Currently, the AS is in the process
of signing with another large corporate
sponsor as well.
Problems are anticipated. The major
problem affecting the bike race is
matrimony—five weddings in the Immaculata have caused alterations of the
original planned route.
There are also cosmetic problems with
the course: the speedbumps. Instead of
having the riders go over or around them,
the speedbumps will be removed for the
race.
The USD Collegiate Classic will be the
climax of a week filled with spirited cam
pus events. There is to be a Lark and a
Showcase, as well as other cultural events.
At 7 p.m. on Friday, April 29, AS Film
Forum will present the movie "Roxanne"
in the UC Forum.
In closing, President Rapp comments,
"It's the student's money and when it
comes down to it, it is the students event.
If anyone has any suggestions, we are open
to them."

Inside The Vista
Leadership
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Security To
Transport Students
To Tow Yard

Old Globe Actress
Looking For Break
After struggling for six years in New
York City taking small stage parts, televi
sion soap roles and commercials, Elizabeth
Ann Soukup journeyed west last fall to
San Diego in search of that long awaited
big break.
The 31-year old actress, who is the
oldest of the seven character members in
the USD/Old Globe Theater Masters in
Fine Arts/Dramatic Arts program, ap
plied for the five-month-old
graduate
degree program because it would give her
the opportunity to work at the Globe.
"The Globe is third of regional theaters
in the nation," she said. "It has a $7
million budget. That's amazing. And
there is so much talent here.
"Neil Simon will be here this summer
. . . Under the (MFA) program, people
like Jack O'Brien and Craig Noel see us in
our full capacity — for two years."
The five-foot-eight, hazel-eyed brunette
has studied acting since age 16 under such
greats as F. Murray Abraham, Geraldine
Page and Wynn Handman. She has a
B.A. from Boston University.
At USD and the Globe, she has learned
the more technical aspects of classical
theater. "We're learning what words to
stress..." Voice, movement, fencing and
16th century literature are among the

classes that the MFA program offers.
This semester, USD English professor
Cynthia Caywood is teaching restoration
text to Elizabeth and the others. "In class,
we find what the people were like in that
period and what their values were."
Later this semester, the MFA class will
study George Bernard Shaw under USD
English Professor Barton Thurber.
Elizabeth will be featured in the next
USD/Old Glove production, "The
Relapse, Or Virtue in Danger," scheduled
Feb. 23, 24, &. 27 at the USD Sacred
Heart Hall Performing Arts Center.
She is cast as Berinthia, a young widow.
"The Relapse," a late 17th century English
Restoration comedy by Sr. John Vanbrugh, will be directed by Norman Welsh.
Ms. Soukup (pronounced Soak-up), also
starred in the joint program's first produc
tion, "Scenes from American Life," by
A.R. Gurney, Jr.
Despite all the years she has invested in
acting, living in cramped quarters in
Manhattan with other aspiring actors and
being burglarized twice, Elizabeth remains
optimistic.
"I've paid my share of dues, but look at
F. Murray Abraham, Dustin Hoffman
and others. They paid their dues, too ...
You don't spend a lot of time worrying

by Thomas Edelblute

ACTRESS ELIZABETH SOUKUP,
a charter member in the USD/Old
Globe Masters Program, will be
featured in the production "The
Relapse, Or Virtue in Danger" on
Feb. 23, 24 and 27.
about your age or the time you've in
vested.
"You've got to be ready for that big
break. With the MFA, I'm putting in time
to become better...
"I just want to work in theater or film. If
I can pay my bills and not have to teach
aerobics anymore, I'll be satisfied!"
Judging from her enthusiasm, deter
mination and talent, Elizabeth Soukup
wants a slice of stardom, too.

USD Security officers will now
transport students to their vehicles if
they have been towed, and stay with
the student until they have cleared
the towing area.
According to Don Johnson, USD
Chief of Security, the school ad
ministration gave these instructions
to security in reaction to student and
parental complaints of student safety
in the towing areas. Officers are now
to inform the students that they will
transport them to the towing yard if
asked. Johnson recognizes the dark
remote areas in which some yards are
located, and that students are
sometimes hassled. Officers will stay
with the student until they have
cleared the towing area to deal with
any threats to the students making
sure they are treated "like human
beings" by the tow company people,
Johnson said.

FILM FORUM
Tomorrow night at 7 p.m., the
AS Film Forum will present the
movie "Stand by Me" in the UC
Forum.

Apple Information Center ,
Now Open to USD Students, Faculty, and Staff!

Macintosh Plus
An entry-level system. Capable
of handling the toughest ofassignments.
Includes: CPU, 1MB RAM (expandable to 4)
9": Monochrome Monitor, 800K Disk Drive,
Mouse, HyperCard, and MultiFinder.

Macintosh SE
Mainstreme Macintosh that can be expanded.
Includes: CPU, 1MB RAM (expandable to 4)
9" Monitor, 2-800K Disk Drives, or 20MB
Hard Drive, Mouse, and choice of Standard or
Extended Keyboard, HyperCard, and MultiFinder

Macintosh II
Highest Performance Macintosh Workstation.
Includes: CPU, 1 MB RAM (expandable to 8)
Math Cooprocessor, 6 NuBus slots, Video Card,
Mouse, HyperCard, and MultiFinder. Options
Include: 12" Monochrome or 13" Color Monitor,
Standard, or Extended Keyboard, and 20,40, or
80 MB Hard Disk Drive.

Drop by the Apple Information Center located in Serra Hall Room 185.
Geoff Selhorst, the Apple Student Consultant will be there MWF 9:00-12:00
to demonstrate software and answer your questions
or call 260-4201 to set up an appointment
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Cynthia Villis: New Dean, New Ideas
by Michelle Paulin
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DEAN CYNTHIA A. VILLIS hopes
to provide stronger academic advise
ment, smooth out registration and
improve financial aid matters.

Cynthia A. Villis is the new Dean of
Academic Services as well as the new
Director of the Educational Development
Center. She began her position on July 20.
As Dean of Academic Services and
Director of the Educational Development
Center, Villis is responsible for the pro
gram development, administration, and
education of Academic Services.
Academic Services includes the
Counseling Center, Admissions, Finan
cial Aid. The Career Counseling and
Placement Center, the Registrar and
Educational Opportunity Program.
Villis' main concern is to first get a bet
ter background and knowledge of the
USD campus. She feels this will allow her
to better meet the academic, social and
vocational needs of the students. She has
a general goal of improving financial aid,

smoothing out registration, and providing
stronger academic advisement.
More specifically, Villis is planning to
develop a consultation outreach program
for all students, perhaps available through
the resident assistants. She stresses how
important it is that the students of USD
know counseling is available to them at
any time they may need it, not just for
emergencies. She maintains that students
should realize that the various counselors
on campus are here for every day worries
and questions. This includes the academic
scene as well as concerns about job plan
ning and hunting after graduation.
Also, counselors are eager to aid anyone
in need of help in more psychological
areas. Villis hopes to develop
psychological workshops. These
workshops would enable groups of

students to come together and share their
feelings under the advisement of a
counselor. She would like to see this
become a reality in the near future.
Villis has recently been nominated to
the Academy of San Diego Psychologists,
Committee of Women. She says that after
only being in the field for a short time, "it
is quite an honor." She has found her
move to San Diego and USD very re
warding. "Everyone's been so friendly. I
really love being here, and I feel like a kid
in the candy store because of all the things
to do!"
Before coming to USD, Cynthia receiv
ed her Ph.D. from Southern Illinois
University-Carbondale in Counseling
Psychology. She then worked at Texas
Tech University in the Counseling Center
as the Coordinator of Training and Senior
Staff Psychologist.

66 Mom says the
house just isrit the
same without me,
even though it£
a lot cleaner.99

Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone®

AW

The right choice.
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From The Desk
Life After Iowa

by George F. Will

DES MOINES - Robert Dole
earned here the right to do something
he does well but too rarely - smile,
broadly. By decisively defeating the
Republican who in 1980 won the
Iowa caucuses, Dole raised the issue of
George Bush's electability and freed
himself to make his issues and his
political character the focus of the
campaign's next phase.
On the Democratic side, Iowa's par
ty decided not to decide. Instead, it
produced results that reflect three
tendencies that are in tension.
For many months, Dole has needed
help that was not forthcoming from
the Democrats. He has needed the
Democrats to get their act together
sufficiently to generate polls that
demonstrate what indirect data in
dicate: that he is more electable than
Bush. (For example, Dole has higher
"favorable" ratings than Bush has
among Democrats).
Now someone who will not be
nominated, Pat Robertson, has done
Dole the service of producing Iowa
results that are evidence, at once
redundant and stunning, that Bush is
an unconvincing candidate for elec
tive office. (Robertson also has
stymied Jack Kemp's New Hampshire
surge by muddying Kemp's message —
that Kemp is the sole "real" conser
vative alternative to Dole or Bush.)
Confusion and "dwarfish" on the
Democratic side has allowed many
Republicans to believe that either
Dole or Bush are certain winners in
November. Now Democratic confu
sion will diminish and the surviving
candidates will not seem so small, the
polls will show that no Republican
looks unbeatable, least of all the in
cumbent Vice President, who spent
48 days and $700,000 in Iowa and was
rejected by 81 percent of Republican
voters.
Traveling with all the trappings of
an office that is all trappings, Bush
has run an semi-incumbent's cam
paign, stressing a bland, safe issue,
education, that is essentially a respon
sibility of local governments. Now
Dole will be running as a semiPresident, stressing his role as the
President's point man on ratification
of the INF treaty, and running to the
right of Bush by stressing linkage of
START talks to changes in Soviet
behavior.
On the Democratic side, three facts
found expression in three candidates.
There are, says social researcher
Daniel Yankelovich, three new facts
of American politics.
The first is that we have "a politics
of values, not issues." He means that
voters define issues in terms of can
didates' articulations of fundamental
values. Carter perfected it, emphasiz
ing post-Watergate "honesty";
Reagan continued it, promising postCarter "strength." Paul Simon, with

his indifference to arithmatic and his
incantations about "caring," is a pure
"values" candidate.
His resonant radio-era voice (his
larynx, like his legislative proposals,
make him an ideal 1930s candidate)
will never be heard from an inaugura
tion platform. But Iowa's Democratic
party suffers no shortage of sentimen
tality. Many activists prefer Simon to
Michael Dukakis who, in spite of a re
cent passion transplant, resembles the
woman of whom it was said, "She has
no heart, but her brains are in the
right place."

Dukakis fits Yankelovich's second
fact: that "perhaps for the first time
since the 1920s the country is tilting
neither to the right nor to the left."
The Depression produced liberalism
which lasted into the late 1960s.
Liberalism produced intrusive govern
ment and inflation, which produced
two decades of conservatism. Dukakis
is a candidate for a non-ideological
climate.
Actually, his foreign policy is
pristine McGovernism and his
domestic policy offends no liberal in
terest. But his best Iowa ad stressed
competence — the skills America "just
might need." Skills, not Simon's "car
ing."
Yankelovich's third fact is the per
vasive sense of foreign challenge,
economic even more than political
and military. Dick "Say It With
Lightning Bolts" Gephardt has
crystallized anxiety about this
challenge by promosing to be beastly
to South Korea. Being tough toward
America's sinning allies (the Philip
pines, Chile, South Africa, Somoza's
Nicaragua) is a modern Democratic
tradition. But Gephardt also is voic
ing something that always helps in
American politics and has not recent
ly been heard from Democrats — na
tionalism.
Now it is on to New Hampshire.
The indecisiveness of Iowa's Demo
cratic decision sets up a long,
expensive divisive struggle through
the spring. Dole's victory may set up a
New Hampshire bounce over Bush.
Dole's campaign worried that
because the media expected him to
win Iowa, his victory would be dis
counted by "everybody" and he
would not benefit in New Hampshire.
But the night before the caucuses,
Dole received a cheering bit of poll
data: Only 23 percent of New Hamp
shire voters expected Bush to lose
Iowa. When politicians and jour
nalists are packed together, as they
have been here, as tightly as pickles in
a jar, they can easily come to
underestimate how inattentive most
Americans are, most of the time, to
the events that preoccupy politicans
are journalists.
(c) 1988, Washington Post Writers
Group

All Submissions to the Vista
must be received by 5:00 P.M.
Mondays, typed and double spaced.

Last Thursday the USD Senate recom
mended the elimination of midterm grades
on a one-year trial basis.
The passage of this recommendation
marks one of the first controversial deci
sions made by the Senate in the last few
years. It came amidst discontent and op
position from both faculty members and
students.
The latter group, represented by the
Associated Students is sending a letter to
USD President Dr. Author E. Hughes,
asking that the Senate decision be re
versed at the meeting of the Academic Af
fairs Cabinet of the Board of Trustees.
Student input thus far has been
restricted to answering a survey conducted
at the registrar's office, residence areas, AS
offices and the campus at large, for a total
of 673 undergraduates (approximately 20
percent of the total undergraduate popula
tion) surveyed.
Articles in the Vista last semester
elicited little response, and I got the im
pression that the student body in general
does not care whether or not midterm
grades stay.
The results of the survey point out that
86.5 percent of the students surveyed want
to keep the current grading system.
However, because of the lack of response
to the issue when it has come up before, I
believe student leaders are wasting their
time and effort fighting this bill.
The AS representatives believe they can
successfully fight
the proposal on the
grounds that the students want the grades
to remain in effect, and that the USD
Senate failed to take this into considera
tion.
Several faculty members agreed with
this proposal because they believed that it
would be less work for them. I think that
it would not take much more effort for a
teacher to calculate a letter grade than a
deficiency grade, so the Senate's conten
tion that it would reduce the teacher's
workload can easily be put aside.
Other Senate members favored the
elimination of midterm grades on the
grounds that they often do not have
enough information on which to issue an

LETTER:

Not The Nobel
In reference to the Mike BonteFriedheim article (Man of the Year —
Killer of Children), I have to say that I
disagree with him and his attitude.
I do care about those children, this na
tion, and no, I'm not just worried about
where I'm going to party this Friday night.
I also think that Mr. Bonte-Friedheim
misunderstands the concept behind
Time's Man of the Year. It is set up to
distinguish an individual who has been
most newsworthy, for better or for worse.
I'm sure that Gorbachev's not having
stopped Russian activities in Afghanistan'
was not what made him Time's choice.
The award is not the Nobel Peace Prize.
Secondly, how dare Mr. BonteFriedheim infer that we do not care about
these Afghan children. I can think of
nothing more horrible than the deliberate
injury of children. However, that fact does
not keep me — or, I suspect, Mr. BonteFriedheim — from maintaining a social
life. We all need to become more aware of
world affairs, and perhaps shock jour
nalism is one way of bringing us all up to
date. But we also need to have all of the
facts, and not be so quick to judge the
morals of others.

Rebecca Jenney

approximate grade. Some teachers only
have a test which might be the equivalent
of 20 percent of the grade, some do not
even have that much.
In these cases midterms are not accurate
representations, and a small announce
ment at the beginning of class on the week
following midterms may relax apprehen
sive students, midterm week does fall at
about the middle of the semester, though,
and teachers should have a notion of how
a student is doing by that time.

However, the USD Senate has approved
the bill, and its passage can only be stem
med by the outflow of student interest. The
AS is presenting the issue to the Student
Affairs Cabinet' of the Board of Trustees
on March 1, at noon. If you are concerned
about retaining midterm grades, you can
help by circulating a petition to keep the
current grading system, and turning it in
to the AS office before noon on February
29.
The USD Senate can only ignore
students' wishes on this issue when it can
not hear them, as is happening now.
Don't let someone else tell you what you
are going to do — work to do what you
think is right.
Monica Sanchez
Editor-in-Chief
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Surprise: Stress Prevents Heart Attacks
by Charles Krauthammer
WASHINGTON - In "Sleeper,"
Woody Allen wakes up 200 years from
now and learn that, in the interim,
science has discovered that cigarettes
are good for you. Well, life plays bet
ter jokes than art. Remember the
Type A personality: ambitious, ag
gressive, competitive, hostile and
driven? It was long supposed to cause
heart attacks. Surprise. It prevents
them.
In the current issue of The New
England Journal of Medicine, a
22-year study shows that Type B men,
laid-back and mellow, had about
twice the chance of dying from heart
disease as Type A's. The Type A per
sonality, it seems, has an "apparently
protective effect" in preventing cor
onary death.
Authors Ragland and Brand, the
Copernici of pop psychology, modest
ly note that there is "an unexpected
result." Unexpected, and devastating
to an entire industry that has grown
up around the myth of mellow. Good
bye TM," yoga, mantras and all the
groups and schools and groups of
schools for venting aggression and fin
ding your center. Time to get out of
touch with your feelings. Heart pro
blems? Try commodity futures or
maybe air-traffic control.
Of course, the whole idea of a relax

ation industry — mellowness training
— is so cockeyed, belief in it requires a
partially bent mind to begin with. But
that is part of its charm. Less charm
ing is the accompanying ideology.
Ideologies are always looking for "ob
jective" validation in biology. Anti-A
ideology — as practiced by, say, the
anti-macho, new-age militants bent
on getting all the popguns out of toy
stores — was buttressed by the argu
ment that competition is not just illmannered, it kills.
Buttressed no more. On Wall
Street, traders have just been given,
literally, a new lease on life. Main
Street, too, rejoices. The price of
health today for the average guy is
already too high: bran flakes in the
morning, a 5-mile jog at noon, more
roughage at night, no cigar, no booze,
no eggs, no butter, no pastrami. Then
they order him to get a personality
change! Now, at last, the tide is turn
ing: still no pastrami, but he can keep
his personality.
Type A personality was first
postulated to cause heart disease in
the 1950s. The idea reached its peak
of pop popularity during the Seven
ties when the contemplated navel and
transcendental relaxation were in
vogue. Shortly thereafter, in 1981, the
link was officially consecrated as
scientific fact by an independent
review panel which declared Type A

LETTERS:

Writing Center Responds
We would like to thank the Vista for
its article on the Writing Center. Unfor
tunately, we have some serious problems
with both the purpose and content of the
story.
The first problem we have is the title of
the article itself. A title such as "Students
Question Writing Center's Competency"
leads a reader to believe many students
have been marching to the dean's office
and complaining about the quality of ser
vice they received at the Center. (Let us
assure you this IS NOT the case.) Only
after reading the article does one find that
two ANONYMOUS sources questioned
the center's qualifications. Sources, by the
way, which were third hand, according to
the story's author, Gerald McCloud. If the
author had really wanted an accurate pic
ture of what happens in the Center, he
should have brought in a paper and had
someone review it with him. We were also
dismayed by the fact that there were not
interviews with students who were happy
with the work done at the Writing Center.
Another item we're questioning is why the
article was written in the first place. Not
everyone will always be pleased with the
services they receive — anywhere. For ex
ample, if a person deals with the USD
Financial Aid Office and doesn't get the
service they want, they may complain, but
the entire office isn't made to look like in
competent fools in the school newspaper.
We don't think it is fair to call into ques
tion the credibility of an entire staff of 67
people, just because one or two of the
tutors are PERCEIVED as incompetent or
unfriendly by a person they are trying to
help.
We would like to stress again the com

petency of the staff of tutors currently
working at the Center. Each one has been
recommended to Dr. Caywood by the
English faculty of USD. These recommen
dations are based on the students ability
to communicate, both verbally and in
writing. After the students become tutors,
they initially go through a tutor training
session, in which they learn the basic ways
to begin to critique a paper, along with the
goals and philosophy of the Writing
Center. Throughout the semester, all the
tutors continue this education through
weekly instructional meetings and by
tutoring at least three hours a week in the
center. There is no better testament to the
capabilities of the Writing Center staff
then the number of people who come in
for help, of their own accord, again and
again. Another affirmation of the tutors
in the Writing Center's credibility is the
fact that some professors continue to
make it a REQUIREMENT that the
students visit the Center for help on their
papers. They are obviously not dissatisfied
with the quality of help their students
receive.
Perhaps the Vista's column space
would be better used by articles telling
people what the Writing Center is and
how it can be used most effectively by
students. We would hope anyone who
reads the Vista would not be disuaded
to come into the Center on the basis of
Mr. McCloud's article. We feel that this
semester's Writing Center staff is one of
the best ever. We invite all the Vista
readers to come in and see for themselves.

Karen Infantino
Brenda Gabby

Student Coordinators
USD Writing Center
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behavior to be a risk factor for (that is
polite medical talk for "cause of')
heart disease. The panel, in fact, call
ed Type A "coronary-prone
behavior."
The debunking of that idea could
just be what the flagging Eighties need
for a revival. After all, Type A is the
Eighties type: all greed and drive and
excess. Science's rehabilitation of
Type A should give pause to the
Zeitgeist sniffers who have declared
the Eighties dead.
Newsweek, for example, recently
reported that the Eighties are over
and the Nineties already here. Ah,
the Nineties: After "the dizzying selfobsession of the bygone Eighties . . .
we turn for home, settle in and simply
potter awhile," says Newsweek. "If
you want us, we'll be in the garden."
Yeah, Having angina.
We can now view another antiEighties tract, Oliver Stone's "Wall
Street," in an entirely new light. The
movie is a parable about Type A's.
They are all villains: greedy, shifty,
ostentatious, insatiable and casualty
cruel. The movie's one cartoon good
guy, the working stiff, is laid-back. He
doesn't pace when he talks. No phone
in his car or bathroom. He is content
with his job, his family, his bar. He is
not out to make a buck or a splash.
He's a double B.
And then, wouldn't you know, by

God, he gets the heart attack. Sfone
makes it happen right after the A's
betray him, ruin him and turn his on
ly son against him. Stone wants you
to blame the heart attack on the A's,
those rascals. But now we know bet
ter: The B's do it to themselves. You
can look it up.
So arise all you hard-driving, bonecrushing, swashbuckling, nerveracking, flame-throwing, ball-busting
A's. You who have enfured the gentle
scorn of your Type B friends, sadden
ed, they aver, that you insist on kill
ing yourself. And all that time you
were applying layers of Type A pro
tection to you r coronary arteries.
There is a new self-confidence
descending upon the Type A's of this
world as they enjoy the vindication of
retroactive justice. If they can just
resist the smugness — which can be
dangerous to your health since it is a
gateway to B-hood — they can, with
scientific certainty, turn to their
tormentors and pronounce on them
that most awful of curses: We will
bury you.
Gordon Gekko will live to be a
hundred. (In jail, it is true, but you
can't have everything.) It's Alan Alda
who'd better be stocking up on
nitroglycerin.
(c) 1988, Washington Post Writers
Group

Crashing Policy Is "Ludicrous"
In response to "Time to review crashing
policy" (Feb. 4), Monica Sanchez
presented the problem of crashing courses,
but her solution to this problem failed to
address the obligation that USD has to its
students.
As a business major, I have learned to
understand the concepts of consumer and
producer. USD produces or provides
educational services which are consumed
by its students. In return, the student pays
a fee, in this case, tuition.
The student has chosen to attend USD
over many other universities. The universitity market is open and fair, the student
could have chosen any one of them. But
once the student pays the commitment
fee, he or she becomes a client to the
university. USD is now obligated to meet
the needs of its clients. If the client needs a
class, and there is no openings for the
client in the available sections, then simp
ly provide another section, period.
Miss Sanchez's advocation of the instatement of waiting lists by class standing
and on a first-come first-serve basis is halflogical. Is it fair for a freshman,

sophomore, or junior to have to alter his
or her schedule because of a pro
crastinating senior?
Instructors should never have to deal
with crashers, all of their class time should
be devoted to teaching the given course.
All add/drop procedures must be taken
care of by the registrar's office.
If the USD Senate were to abolish the
practice of crashing a course at this time, it
would only be doing the people who
elected them a disservice. A clear-defined
crashing policy must first be devised.
What I have written is not intended to be
a full policy. I merely want the USD
Senate and everyone else involved to
realize that USD has an obligation, not a
privilege, of providing its clients, rather
students, with the courses they need when
they need them.
I do agree with Miss Sanchez on the fact
that the current crashing policy is
ludicrous. The USD Senate should make
formulating a new policy a top priority.
Hopefully we won't need to go through
this hassle next fall.
Bill Bilbray

Congressional Hypocrisy Affects 1988 Budget
by U.S. firms in South Africa, one of our
During Congress' latest round of swill
strongest third world allies.
ing at the public trough, that august body
Liberal in Congress tout increased trade
managed to saddle the 1988 budget with a
with Marxists as a way of "encouraging"
record amount of pork while continuing
them to pen up their economies and in
to blame the President for the mounting
stitute domestic reforms. But the cure they
deficit. However, the hypocrisy of this act
prescribe for apartheid is restricting
seems minor compared to one of the
U.S.-South African business. Why the ab
spending bill's most insidious stipulations.
surd double standard? Even though sanc«
Under this amendment, it's "business as
tions have slowed the process of reform in
usual" for American companies trading
South Africa,'voting for such measures fs
with some of the world's most repugnant
regime^ Communist China, the Eastern „ popular, "feels good .... and doesn't cost
legislators Vcent.
*
Bloc and this Soviet" Union. But the
JohnKeenan
measurements; deductibility for taxes paid
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Become A Member
by Paula M. Marcheschi,

Life Goes On
by Jennifer Merriman
Scheduling production areas to meet
shipping deadlines is often times a very
stressful job for Eric Brown. As a graduate
of San Diego State University (December,
1985), Eric has held the position of pro
duction control planner of Diacon Inc.,
for over two years.
Majoring in business management, with
an emphasis in production management,
Eric knew that the position of a produc
tion control planner was the job he was
looking for—a job where he could
demonstrate the theories and skills he
learned in college.
In retrospect Eric attributes his success
to his education at SDSU, but just as im
portantly, to his involvement in Delta
Sigma Pi, a professional co-ed business
fraternity.
Eric first pledged the fraternity in spring
of 1984, where he learned leadership skills,
teamwork, responsibility, and, of course,
brotherhood. In addition, he was able to
work in a business setting, make mistakes,
and learn from those mistakes without
any penalties.
On Monday, February 22, at 7:00 p.m.,
in the University Center, Forum B, Eric
will share his insights about the profes
sional world, including how Delta Sigma
Pi can help you in your career goals.

Showcase Is
Jamming
by Lara Smith
What could be better than jamming out
to some great guitar music and supporting
a former USD student without dropping a
cent? You can do just that tonight in the
Grille when guitarist Steve Poltz comes
back to his old school. If you haven't yet
seen Poltz when he has performed here on
campus, the word around is that you
should. He'll probably even sing along for
you if you're lucky. Steve has been playing
to packed houses with his unique brand of
humor and excellent vocals, and hopes to
attract a whole new crowd of students to
join the legions of old-timers here on cam
pus who follow him semi-religiously.
So wander on over to the Grille tonight,
February 18, at 9 p.m. to enjoy some
music — and to support alumni.

Looking To
The Future
by Damon Valentino
The spring semester at the university
has definitely had an exceptional start.
With the Associated Students bringing
the campus good Southern sounding rock
with The Rainmakers, to the recent and
welcome return of San Diego comic Rick
Rockwell, good programming seems to be
a continuing trend. Following is a list of
upcoming events happening at USD.
Tonight, Feb. 18: Showcase at 8 p.m.
in the Grille with guitarist Steve Poltz.
Friday, Feb. 19: Film Forum, "Stand
By Me" at 7 p.m. at the UC Forum.
Thursday, Feb. 25: Lark at 9 p.m.
with "Food for Feet," at the UC Forum.
This hip group was formed from members
of Oingo Boingo.

Watch Out For ...
by Paula M. Marcheschi,
Copy Editor

By now USD students have settled
into the academic routine and have
all their schedule problems worked
out... hopefully. Now it's time to look
for something fun ... or maybe social.
The Associated Students' Social
Committee has already organized
events throughout the entire semester
to "keep the spirit strong."
Coming up soon on USD's social
calendar is the Spring Ball. Students
can step out March 4 at San Diego's
Sheraton Harbor Island East. Bids
went on sale Monday in the USD Box
Office and are expected to sell out as
rapidly as Homecoming '87. If you feel
like dancing, get in line now and buy
your bid soon.
For fun in the sun, USD can look
forward to Days at the Bay. On April
15, the Mission Bay Aquatic Center
facilities are open to students free of
charge.
Watch for details and spend a day
learning to windsurf or row, or just
soak up sun on the beach.
Expect two more bay events now
scheduled for April 29 and May 6. A
Reggae band will be featured at one,
while entertainment at the other will
be provided by a D.J. Anticipate lots
of relaxation, food, and amusement.
For sports fans: be ready to hop on
a bus to Jack Murphy Stadium. This
semester, San Diego Padre fans can go
out to the ballgame. You can join
other USD students on a bus and
party your way to the ballpark. Look
for dates.

Copy Editor

Did you even consider joining a club? If
you've ever thought of the possibility, now
is a terrific time to act on the impulse. This
year, USD has over 50 active organiza
tions — more than ever before.
This success is due in part to the
reorganization of the Inter Club Council
(ICC). Secretary of Student Organizations
Craig Carlson, explained that before he
entered his office there was a lack of foun
dation and organization.
He said, "This is a year for putting
everything down on paper. The purpose
of ICC is to support all the clubs and
represent them in Associated Students'
meetings. We look out for the welfare of
the clubs on campus."
A new finance and activity committee
has been introduced into the ICC. This
board of seven people monitors and ap
proves club programs and budget requests.
Previously, representatives from each
organization were required to meet week
ly. With the formulation of the new com
mittee, responsibility is better delegated,
and club representatives will only have to
attend five meetings this semester.
Not only did meeting attendance im
prove, the content of the gatherings im
proved as well. ICC brings in speakers giv
ing clubs everything from fundraising

ideas to opportunities for forum discussion
on AS policy.
To further support and guide the clubs,
a student organization handbook was
written to answer all programming and
policy questions.
To inform the incoming freshmen next
semester, a guide to all the clubs will be
mailed to entering students during the
summer. If the student is interested, he or
she can mail a business reply card and re
quest more information.
New active clubs this semester are:
Amnesty International; the Association
for Progressive Students; the Racquetball
Club; the Italian Club; Rugger Huggers;
Second Generation; Club Reggae; Surf
Club; Peace It Together; and USD
Republicans.
Remember, there are over 40 other
previously established clubs, too. If any
current students are interested in joining a
club, go to the Student Organizations Of
fice downstairs in the University Center.
Carlson empahsized, "ICC encourages
the growth of all clubs." He concluded,
"Remember, if there's not a club that in
terests you, we encourage people to start
their own clubs.
"It only takes 10 people to be recog
nized." So check out Student Organiza
tions and find something that interests
you. If there's nothing, get nine of your
friends and go back!

Don't Forget . . .
MIDTERM BREAK IS MARCH 11

1988 SUMMER
CONFERENCE COORDINATOR
Nine coordinator and
two assistant coordinator
positions available!
Employment is from the
end of May to mic-August.
Compensation includes
room and board plus a
salary. Applications are now
available in the Residential
Conference Office located in
the upper level of the Mission
Crossroads.
If you have any questions,
please stop by the Residential
Conference Office or call at
Extension 4623.

Application Deadline—Tomorrow, Feb. 19!
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Build Up
Your Skills
by Katherine M. Costello
The office of student activities is
now sponsoring a new program en
titled "Skill Builders: A Program for
Leaders and Managers."
This program will start during the
spring semester with an off-campus
workshop on March 4 and 5. Enroll
ment is first-come, first-served and
limited to 30 students.
The workshop will be held at Camp
Stevens in Julian. All interested
students are welcome; club and
organization officers are especially en
couraged to attend.
The cost of the workshop is $10 and
includes all transportation, lodging
and meals.
Skill Builders is a program designed
to give the student currently serving
in a leadership position an opportuni
ty to meet other leaders.
It is also intended to help him or
her find practical solutions to pro
blems and to teach skills to achieve
more effective leadership and manage
ment of student organizations.
The program offers seminars,
workshops and consulting services,
with the seminars offering specific
skill building topics on campus. These
seminars last about 1 Vi hours and are
practical in nature.
The consultant portion offers the
opportunity for student organizations
to meet with a consultant to discuss a
problem or to design an educational
seminar for the group.
These consultants will either be a
trained professional or a student with

A Plea From
Amnesty International
The Vista received the following release
from the USD chapter of Amnesty Interna
tional:

Amnesty International asks that you
write on behalf of the following person.
All letters should be courteous and should
accurately specify the facts given in the
case history below. You should not write
to the prisoner.
This person is a prisoner of conscience,
imprisoned solely for his beliefs. He has
neither advocated nor used violence.
Ali Masrum al-Mudhoffer, a 26-year-old
Muslim youth leader and radio broad
caster, is serving a 12-year sentence for
subversion. Indonesian courts imposed
the sentence on him September 7, 1985.
According to the prosecution at his
trail, Ali participated in Islamic study
courses in 1983 and 1984 which advocated

Val Pearson, director of student
activities, plans the "Skill
Builders" workshop.
leadership and facilitation experience.
Workshops will be offered once
each semester to a limited number of
students.
The workshop is more in depth
than the seminars and is held offcampus. This workshop deals with
the management of organizations
over the year. It is more personal in
content than the seminars and allows
the students to explore personal
strengths and management styles.
The students will get the opportuni
ty to get to know other students and
to share experiences from being in
volved in student leadership.
For more information, contact Val
Pearson, Director of Student Ac
tivities, at 260-4590, or in Room 235
in the UC no later than noon
February 22.

the establishment of an Islamic state. He
was also charged with making copies of
tapes of speeches by two Muslim preachers
who spoke in Tajung Priok on September
12, 1984, shortly before a clash between
Muslims and security forces. Thirty people
were reportedly killed after government
troops opened fire.
Authorities detained many Muslim ac
tivists in late 1984 and 1985 for protesting
the deaths.
Ali Masrum al-Mudhoffer was not
charged with using or advocating
violence. He is currently detained in
Kalisosok Prison, Surabaya, East Java.
Please send letters appealing for his im
mediate release to: President Subarto (ad
dress Pres. Suharto as "Your Excellency)/
Bina Graha/ Jalan Veteran 17/ Jakarta/
Indonesia.

Last Day To Get Refunds
For Your Books Is
Friday, February 19

USD Slang

G.D.I. — Gosh Darn Independent; those
who somehow avoided Fraternities and
Soroities.
Geeks — What G.D.I's sometimes refer
to Greeks as.
Rush — The Greeks' recruitment which
takes place at the beginning of every
semester.
Alcala Park — Name of the land that
USD sits on; named after a Spanish
village.
Robs — Short for Roberto's, a Mexican
restaurant chain.
Carne — Short for came asada;
Roberto's speciality and official USD food.

HEALTH CARE
ADMINISTRATION
STUDENTS.
Get your career off the ground with an
Air Force commission. Graduates of
accredifed health care administration
programs may apply for openings
in our worldwide health care system.
We offer an excellent starting salary
and many other outstanding benefits
such as:
• A direct commission as an officer
in the U.S. Air Force Medical Service
Corps.
• 30 days of vacation with pay
each year.
• Advanced education opportunities.
• Complete medical and dental care
Call
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Personals

Cross The Bridge And
Disappear At Mt. Soledad
by Lara Smith

Jenn — Just a friend? No way!
Let's go for it! Ballooning all the
way! —M.
Join the USD Racquetball Club!
Games are played at SDSU. Call
Shari: 488-3530.
To Sid, Bob, Jim, good luck to
Anita, see ya at DAS!—SK8 Free
Mike.
Good Luck—"Slippery
Wet."

When

CC — Welcome to the family!

-RJ.

General Info.
All personals are subject to approval by
the Vista Advertising Staff. Although
the personals may be received by the
newspaper they are not accepted for
publication until approval occurs.

To Place A Personal
In The Vista

Deadline — Friday at noon prior to
Thursday's publication.
It must be submitted double-spaced
typed or printed in block letters.
The Advertising Staff assumes no
responsibility for copy errors or omis
sions.

Rates

Free to the first ten USD students, staff
or faculty who submit a personal. Only
10 personals will be printed a week.
Maximum 3 lines, each 40 letters
across including spaces, any questions or
for further info, call x4714.

NEED TO
DOCTOR YOUR
MCAT SCORE?
If your MCAT score needs a
shot in the arm, come to the
experts in test preparationStanley H. Kaplan.
Our test-taking techniques
and educational review will
help you be in top condition
test day. We'll not only sharpen
your scientific knowledge, but
your reading, problem-solving,
and essay-writing skills too.
Summer coursesare regis
tering now. So call the best in
test prep—Kaplan. And get an
MCAT score that you deserve.

IKAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117

(619) 277-6744

A recent advertisement in a magazine exclaimed, "Enter the world of the
mysterious and unknown for ten days FREE."
Apparently, however, you don't have to spend ten days of your valuable study
time exploring mysterious places. In fact, rumor has it that there is quite suitable
alternative high atop Mt. Soledad in La Jolla.
The mystique of Mt. Soledad is not limited to the number of cars "parked" there
on any given night. Rather, it has to do with the number of bridges you can find.
According to a USD student who attended nearby Serra High School, "It gets
really eerie up there at night ... it's a fun thing to do when you don't have
anything else to do."
What you do is attempt to locate a total of six bridges. Once you cross three of
them, you automatically enter "Midgetville," which is a community of miniature
houses. These houses are believed to have been inhabited by midgets long ago
who were shunned from the local community. They apparently moved out to
what was then the undeveloped hills. Of course, we all know that La Jolla is far
from undeveloped now.
Then, if you continue on your mission, the next step is to find three more
bridges and POOF! You're supposed to disappear! Warning: don't try this the day
before a big exam.
Of course at Mt. Soledad, you won't end up with the financial obligation that
you normally end up with after trying something for ten days FREE.
Something else that is free is the view. On a clear day, you can see all of San
Diego — from the illustrious highway system to the mountains that border the
desert. Parts of Mexico are even visible.
To get to Mt. Soledad, follow Soledad Mountain Road (access is from Garnet
Avenue) all the way to the top. Enjoy the view, but remember, the Vista takes no
responsibility for those who disappear.

Basi And Yuan Yuan Leave S.D.
• by Monica Hernandez
It was a sad day in San Diego on
Wednesday, February 10. It was the day
that the two adorable pandas, Basi and
Yuan Yuan, returned to their home in
China.
Over 60,000 people rushed to get a last
glimpse of the pandas the final weekend of
their stay here at the San Diego Zoo. The
pandas were shipped to the Los Angeles
Airport to meet their flight that would
take them back home to the Fuzhou Zoo
in Southeastern China.
Since their arrival to the San Diego Zoo
on July 23, 1987, over two million people
visited the once-in-a-lifetime exhibit. The
pandas were economically beneficial, for
the zoo's attendance increased by 32 per
cent. They were also beneficial to San
Diego since they attracted thousands of

m

people to the area.
The daily routine of the pandas con
sisted of eating, sleeping, and playing.
They were also involved in an exercise
program where they would perform amaz
ing aerobics shown exclusive;y to school
groups. Their main diet consisted of eating
22 pounds of bamboo each day. Besides
eating bamboo, they ate 31 pounds of
grain along with fruits and milk.
In the near future, zoo officials an
ticipate romance between the pandas.
Basi, being seven years old, and Yuan
Yuan, being six-years-old, are now in their
mating years. Since the panda population
is less than a thousand today, the Chinese
are striving to create an environment well
suited for their mating patterns.
San Diego will miss the pandas;
although they are gone, fond memories
still linger.

University of San Diego

La Petite
Boulangerie
Is No Small
Affair
by Celine Vachon
La Petite Boulangerie. Don't let the
name fool you. This shop, serving many
locations throughout Southern Califor
nia, is much more than what the French
phrase denotes: "a little bakery."
A combination of bakery and deli, this
unique shop provides an assortment of
baked goods ranging from sourdough and
French baguettes, loaves, bagels, Sara Lee
muffins, and chocolate croissants to the
traditional chocolate-chip cookies and cin
namon rolls.
Aside from selling the delicious variety
of breads and sweets, La Petite
Boulangerie also contains a deli. The deli
provides a large selection of sandwiches
made on their freshly baked bread.
This delightful bakery with a personal
atmosphere and reasonable prices is great
for breakfast, lunch or just a snack. And,
if you need to stock up for those allnighters studying or partying, come in and
sample their selection.
Next time the munchies strike, instead
of reaching for that candy bar or bag of
chips, how about a chocolate croissant or
granola-raisin cookie? But watch out!
Once you walk in, the Vista can't
guarantee you'll stick to your diet for very
long.
The La Petite Boulangerie nearest USD
is located on Mission Gorge in the
Safeway Shopping Center.

Boulangerie
bakery.

hbur neighborhood

Upcoming Concerts

Feb. 20 — Squeeze and Ten Thousand
Maniacs at UCSD.
Feb. 27 — John Cougar Mellencamp at
trie Sports Arena.
Feb. 28 — The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band at
the Bacchanal.

School of Law

The University of San Diego School of Law
invites all persons interested in the study
of law to an informational seminar.
The program includes:
> A discussion of the value of legal education.
* Advice on how to finance law school.
> Demonstrations of a first-year and an upper-division class.
Saturday, February 27, 1988
Registration Begins 9:15 a.m. — Program 10:00 a.m. • 12:30 p.m.
USD University Center — Alcala Park, San Diego, CA

An informal buffet will be
provided from 12:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.,
where USD faculty alumni, and students
will be available for counseling.

Call (619) 260-4528 for reservations
bv Tuesday, February 23, 1988.

USD does nor discriminate on the basis of sex. rare, color, religion, age national origin, ancestry or handicap in its policies and programs.
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Festival Of Animation
Dates
Fri., Feb. 19—7,9:30
Sun., Feb. 21—2, 4:30, 7, 9:30
Mon., Feb. 22—7, 9:30

Next Week . . .

Sam's Barstool

Watch for our feature article
on whale-watching!

by Samuel McDermott

2 FOR 1 TROPICAL FISH
Buy 1 fish at the regular price, get the second fish
of equal or lesser value

FREE!

(Freshwater, Saltwater Koi, Fancy Goldfish)
• Marineland Powerhead 550 $14.95,
(Reg. $29.95)

• 20-gal. deluxe set-up $69.95
(Reg. $99.95)
Set-up includes 14 items for
the complete aquarium

Live rock, aquariums, pond supplies,
pumps, professional advice

CALIFORNIA TROPICALS
5401-A Linda Vista Rd. (near Morena)

293-7657
Expires 3-3-88 (with this ad)

GET BACK TO YOUR ROOTS

This article is the third in a series describing San Diego's finest bars.
We all have heard of it, most of us have visited it, and a few of us have become
its party locals. Of course, we're talking about Tio Leo's — the latest stop in this
critic's tour of the best bars in San Diego.
Tio Leo's made its auspicious debut in early May of last year and has attracted
many USD students for its creative drinks and close location, allowing most of us
to- literally crawl home after a rough night of pounding. Believe me, this place is
making a lot of dinero because of its excellent Wednesday night specials, which we
all hold with reverence and honor.
In fact, Tio Leo's is just the average bar. The bands playing there tend to be de
cent, at best. And the cocktail waitresses are gorgeous, but can be quite snotty.
They do, however, serve up a great combination of chips and salsa.
O.K., so you're probably thinking, "If Sam the expert says Tio Leo's is only soso, then why do I end up there every other night?" Well, let the master of the
barstool tell you why.
Tio Leo's has become a popular pad for the true ragers of this campus. One can
not help but have fun at a place where all one's friends hang out. To walk into a
bar "where everybody knows your name" can only promote an intense party at
titude. This is why Tio Leo's draws people every night.
This place also has provided those who have mastered the art of drinking with a
distinct and unique challenge — the ever popular "stoplight" drink. This liquid
violation will cause a traffic pile-up in your awareness and motor skills pretty
quick.
Three large shot glasses piled on top of each other resemble the hazy glow of a
traffic light on a late Saturday night. The top shot glass is filled with the red hue of
finely aged Cutty Sark. The middle "light" definitely represents "caution" — a per
sonal favroite — Bacardi 151. The "go light" consists of Mandarin Melon liquer.
Those who dare must pass this intersection by quickly dispensing of all three
drinks — one right after the other.
For this innovative drink and for the good time that accompanies it, many of
your favorite friends have found Tio's — "The place to be — DUUDE!!" This is
why the bar is so popular.
In actuality, one must judge the bar on its true merits — no matter how biased
this critic may be. Therefore, on the SAM FIVE-MUG SCALE, Tio Leo's scores
a: 3 1/4.
Until next time, party hard and save me a seat at the bar!

Exhibit Shows
Nature On the Edge

FURNISHED

Most articles and artifacts on display
have been seized by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife service. These include crocodile
skins and coats made of cat skins con
fiscated from poachers. One of the
mounted animals you first meet is a Griz
zly, the animal on the California flag, but
no longer found in California. Hunting
has caused 12 percent of all extinct species
since 1600.
A Giant Panda skin is on loan from the
Chicago Field Museum of Natural History
with emphasis on the destruction of the
Panda's primary food source, bamboo.
Such destruction makes finding a Giant
Panda in the Chinese wildlife rare.
Maps of the San Diego area show that of
the salt marshes once over 32,000 acres,
only 3,000 have been preserved for
nurseries for shellfish, and feeding sites for
migratory birds.
This is the cause for state, national, and
international law. Some of the penal codes
and their history are posted throughout
the exhibit.
These and much more await to educate
you in the San Diego Natural History
Museum's latest exhibit On the Edge.

• Available March 20
until the summer
• Perfect for 4 students

Causes of Wildlife
Extinction Since 1600

by Thomas Edelblute
On the Edge is one of the latest exhibits
added to the San Diego Natural History
Museum. It is designed to educate people
on the causes and effects of extinction of
wildlife and plantlife.
The signs indicate that the earth is los
ing about a thousand species a year and
that "humans too, may one day face
massive starvation when the Earth's
climate changes due to increasing wild
habitat loss."

On Friday, February 26th,
John Waters will turn the
60S on its ear with a
comedy that shows no mercy.

2 BEDROOM
2 BATH CONDO
732 Deal Court
with parking

SOUTH
MISSION BEACH

A new movie by John Waters

\EH LIVE CIVEMA runm i> tss*i«nn »im STtVLEV F. BICHTHAL i ROBERT SHAVE rum™ 'HAIRSPRAV stmuw SOW BONO
R1TH BROW* - BIYIVE DEBBIE HARRV RlCkl UkE mi JERRI STILLER win smut ukmmob n Rlf OCASKk mi Pit ZAB0R1
rHMEMKPKU EBWAR1 LOVE inn m mi* im ROBERT SHAVE mi SARA RJSHER rm»* eras STANLEY F BICHTHAL mi JOHN WATERS
nut* rei n RACHEL TALALAV muim mi mrstte* it JOHN WATERS
PG|P»ftfWTAL GUDARCf SUGGtSTEO

SOINtmtAfk AL§m AVAILABLE ON M( A
j RECORDS. f ASSETTES. AND fOHPACT DISCS.:

RECORDED IN

(ULTRA'lTlHlof

N E VI LI \ E C. I \ EM A
cm<nuw ci*f«« ui ikhtnuuma

$1150/Month

222-6061

Habitat Destruction
Commercial Exploration
Introduced Species
Natural Extinction

40%
32%
15%
1%
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Faust For The First Time
by Patty Rock

Charles Gounod's Faust conveys French
culture to Americans at the San Diego
Civic Center. Faust exists as a French
classic opera, presented here with English
captions. Faust delivers a lively plot and
colorful music, especially favorable for
those who are just stepping into the door
to the performing arts.
The opera is comprised of three acts.
The first act introduces Faust as an old
philosopher who whimpers at life. He
finds his years in pursuit of knowledge a
waste, feeling limited and unsatisfied with
life's pleasures. He resorts to summoning
the devil to exchange his soul for "la
jeunesse," his youth. With his re-found
youth, Faust intends to pursue Margue
rite, the girl promised to him by the devil.
Act II opens with Marguerite, a virtuous
and beautiful maiden, receiving a
medallion of love and protection from her
brother Valentin. He laments that he
must leave his sister, with no mother to
watch over her as he goes off to fight in
the war. This touching farewell is inter
rupted by the devil, who curses the
soldiers. During this interruption, Faust
confronts Marguerite, who refuses to let
him escort her to her cottage.

Trips To Take
Fri. Feb. 19, Dave Alvin, Belly Up,
8:00 p.m.

Sat. Feb. 20, Firehose, Blackbird,
and House of Freaks,
Backdoor, 8:00 p.m.

SDSU

Tues. Feb. 23, The Wailers, Belly
Up, 8:00 p.m.

Wed. Feb. 24, Alice Cooper and
Motorhead, Sports Arena, 7:30 p.m.

Founded 196H • by Irvin Feld

SEEK YOUR CAREER WITH
THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH

Admission Interviews

If you are a young man or
.woman, 17 years or older
with a serious interest
in spreading laughter
through the
aneient art of
downing
Ringling
Bros, and
Barnum

&
Bailey
Clown College,
a tuition free
institution of
higher learning,
would like to
see you at our
Admission
'Interviews. Wear
comfortable
clothes and
don't forget
your funny bone!

Sat. FEa 20
at 1:00 PM
Cafe Del Rey Moro
(Balboa Park)

1549 El Prado
San Diego, CA

Info Call Clown College:
1-800-237-9637

Later, Siebel, a townsboy, who is an ad
mirer of Marguerite, sorts flowers from her
garden into a bouquet, leaving them at
her doorstep. As he flees, Faust awaits
Marguerite. He intends to capture her
heart by replacing Siebel's flowers with a
case of jewels made available by the devil.
Marguerite discovers the case and adorns
herself with the jewels. Faust appears in
time to woo Marguerite, but her virtuous
morals send him away. Just when Faust is
ready to obey her command, the devil
sends him back to overwhelm Marguerite.
Consequently, Marguerite bears a child.
The passage of time sets off Act III.
Marguerite and her illegitimate child are
looked upon with disdain and she is
deserted by her lover.
Marguerite's loyal brother Valentin
comes back from the war inquiring about
her well-being but only receives abrupt
answers. Concurrently, Faust returns to
Marguerite. To defend her honor, Valen
tin challenges Faust to a fight to the death.

Valentin loses and curses his sister, alleg
ing that even if God forgives her, she will
never be forgiven by him. This drives
Marguerite insane. She slaughters her
child and is locked up in jail. Suffering
from her insanity, Marguerite is at her
deathbed. She is sworn to hell by the
devil, but the choirs of angels lift her to
heaven. Her true virtue is recognized from
before the conniving devil manipulated
her. Faust goes to hell, fulfilling his end of
the bargain with the devil.
This rambunctious plot is wrapped up to
the audiences' delight with excellent props
and lighting. The props exhibit a fairy-tale
look which accentuates the intense
storyline. The backdrops, appearing to
look like a mongul of dashing design, ac
tually contain images of faces, or a skull.
These intricate details accentuate the
themes of each act. Finally, the profes
sional lighting portrays each scene at its
full potential. The original miniature prop
plans are on display at the Museum of
Contemporary Art.
Are you interested in the lavish spec
tacle of the opera? Performances occur Fri
day, Feb. 19 at 7 p.m., and Sunday Feb. 21
at 2:00 p.m. Tickets may be purchased at
May Co. or Ticketmaster. Seats cost $10,
$40, and $60.

Diana Soviero and Richard Leech in
Faust.
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San Diego Opera Succeeds With Faust
by Brian Costlow
Last Saturday's performance of Faust by
the San Diego Opera Company set a new
standard for the company's 1987-88
season, far surpassing either of the
season's previous productions. Taken on
it's own merits, however, this tragic opera
based on Goethe's poem of the same name
is a curious mixture of successes and
failures.
This particular production was directed
by Francesca Zambello, who has previous
ly staged her version of this Gounod
classic in Houston and Seattle. She has
cut the opera from five acts down to three,
and moved some scenes in accordance
with Gounod's original plan for the opera.
This provides both some advantages and
disadvantages which will be discussed
later. For now, on to the music.
Richard Leech put in a strong vocal per
formance in the title role, having some
minor problems with phrasing and the
lower register, but sounding very pleasing
overall. The real disappointment here is
that after hearing about his performance
in "Les Huguenots" in Berlin, I expected
even more from him.
Diana Soviero also stood out with her
performance as Marguerite. Her tone was
rich and clear, with a crisp annunciation
that is sometimes missing from operas per
formed in French. She also displayed con
siderable acting talent to go along with her
vocal performance.
The outstanding performance of the
evening was rendered by Ferrucio
Furlanetto as Mephistopholes. He sang
with beautiful dark tones, neither overly

sinister, nor descending into caricature,
lending credability to a role that can too
easily come across as a cartoon Satan.
David Malis, one of the outstanding per
formers in this years' Elixir of Love, again
turns in a good performance, this time as
Valentin, Margerite's brother.
Judith Christen is easily a match for
Furlanetto, singing opposite him in the
role of Martha, with a light and exuberent
style that plays well off of his cynical and
bemused Mephistopholes.
Jane Bunnell was an effective, if not in
spiring Siebel, and William Nolan does
what he can in the limited role of Wagner.
Karen Keltner, the opera company's
associate director, conducted a musically
correct orchestra, but there was no pas
sion in the pit. This is unfortunate, as
Gounod uses some unusual scoring to
carry the mood and tempo of the opera.
Keltner's only memorable moment (and
not a good one) was when she let the or
chestra, (playing as the soldiers return
from battle) get so loud that the chorus
sounded weak by comparison when they
began singing.
The chorus itself was excellent, acting as
almost a single separate voice for most of
the performance. Their movement, and
that of the supernumeraries (non-singing
performers), was also superb, providing ex
citing visual elements without hurting the
singing.
Which brings us back to Zambello's pro
duction. Faced with trying to elicit emo
tion from an opera whose plot wouldn't
cut it these days on a soap opera, she
responds well under pressure.
The recombination of the opera into

three acts allows the work to flow more
smoothly than usual, preventing the end
from seeming slow compared to the action
in act two.
She uses the staging, movement and set
design to good effect to generate a dark
tone for the work. The use of the winter
scene for the soldiers' return and Valen
tin's death, and the almost Wagnerian
church scene come to mind. The only pro
blem is that once you consciously realize
what she is up to, some of the scenes can
come across as kind of hokey, such as the
excess fog generated during Margerite's
ascension to heaven.
The sets, designed by Earl Staley for the
Houston Grand Opera, are sure to elicit a
little controversy. The garden scenes, are
lavish and overdone, almost out of a
fairytale, but they are also very beautiful,
and even though Gounod's opera is a
tragedy, it is also fantasy.
Purists however, are sure to be outraged
by anything so quaint and colorful in a
tragedy!
My problem was with the disparity bet
ween the magnificent detail in some of the
scenes, contrasted with the use of only a
scrim background in others. I know that
this was done to accommodate scene
changes without stopping the action of
the opera, I just wish a more satisfying
compromise was reached.
Overall, although this was not a perfor
mance which will live forever in memory,
it is definitely a cut above more recent ef
forts by the San Diego Opera company.
Gounod's Faust will be performed again
on Feb. 19 at 7:00 pm and Feb. 21 at 2:00
pm. For ticket information call 236-6510.

Communards
See Red
by Salomon Rojas

In May, 1985 The Communards were
born, a bastard birth from the single
parent known as Bronski Beat. They have
just released their seasons album Red. This
illigitimate spawn is composed of Jimmy
Sommerville, on lead vocals and Richard
Coles on keyboards and sax.
The Communards have devoted much
of their music to social commentary and
take controversial stands on social issues.
Their main objective somehow eluded me
even after listening to their music several
times.
This group is supposed to have a
dynamic modern pop sound filled with
lyrical substance, providing for a most ap
pealing singles band. I would beg to differ
slightly with this definition and give my
version of this generic, run-of-the-mill,
boppy, mostly monotonal group. They
seem to have the same music for their
songs, but just change the words.
In Britain, "Never Can Say Goodbye"
from their album Red seems to have hit it
well, but dance clubs will say bodbye to
this song after it has been played for two
or three months. The personal favorite of
the group is called "There's More To Love
Than Boy Meets Girl" and it could have
been more meaningful if the song would
have contained what they meant, and not
just repeated the title over and over again.
"Hold On Tight," was another attempt by
the Communards as was "Victims,"
"Tomorrow," and "Matter of Opinion."
This being the case, my opinion is that we
are the victims if we hold on tight to
tomorrow's groups like The Com
munards.

O p e n till 11:00 Week nights — 12:00 Fri & Sat

15 % Student Discount
with USD ID.
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At Last!
Big Trees At USD!
by Harrv Hadjian
Yeah!!! We're finally a real university!
We've got palm trees, big f*!#in' palm trees
and I couldn't be more darn happy. In fact
just the other day I was talking with some
friends and I said, "You know this is a
good school but what we really need are
some big, ugly, expensive palm trees in
front of the U.C. Not just regular trees but
BIG ONES!, with BIG mounds of dirt!!!"
Well my prayers, and those of many
other concerned students, have finally
been answered by the brain trust that runs
that ever-student conscious office called
Student Affairs.
"Last year we put out some surveys and
the students indicated needs like more
books in the library, new washing
machines in DeSales hall, more equipment
for our dhemistry labs, and more
Showcase events with Rick Rockwell,"
stated Associate President of Student Af
fairs Garth Schenckel. He further stated,
"Then we had one of our fully catered
meetings where we all sit around like we
have something important to say but we
just eat lunch . . . and we decided to give
the students what we thought they really
wanted . . . PALM TREES, BIG F#!%in'

PALM TREES, with BIG mounds of dirt!"
"I think they suck," stated USD
freshman Peter Meyer. Well I guess
students like Pete just aren't as in tune
with the needs of the student population
as those guys in Student Affairs.
"The idea for the trees actually came to
me when I had this dream," stated Stu
dent Needs and Relations Director Fuad
McPhee. "I was running naked through
this field of pineapples with this gay
gardener friend of mine when all of a sud
den I woke up in a cold sweat and knew it
was a divine revelation."
One nice effect is that they complement
the brass water fountains and 16th cen
tury Spanish art in the U.C. "We're think
ing of reasphaulting the whole campus
next month and installing more
aerodynamic speed bumps," stated Hymie
Finkel, Head Student Relations Chair
man. "The students don't want them, but
then again who cares?" HA HA HA!!!" he
said.
Well one can see with these guys guiding
USD into the twentieth century we may
not go far but will have some BIG F$%#in'
PALM TREES, BIG ONES with BIG
mounds of dirt and BIG leaves!!!

Hall's Gone!
by Scott Richards
Michael Hall's mysterious disappearance
has stirred a significant portion of the
USD community to question the veracity
of the claims fellow writers have leveled
against him.
The former Off-Beat Editor of the Vista
turned up missing after last issue, promp
ting speculation by everyone from Presi
dent Hughes to Leonard Squiglle, Head
Janitor of DeSales third floor, as to his
whereabouts.
"It's a heinous pack of lies," stated
Rodney Tuboweitz, president of the Mike
Hall Appreciation Society. "There's no
way he could have done those things. My
God, he was a Theology student!"
Sources close to the situation find the
fact that his disappearance occurred the
same week a security article ran in his sec
tion perhaps more than a coincidence.
Several security cruisers had been sighted
in his neighborhood immediately before
he failed to show up for work. Reports of
payoffs to certain Vista staff members by
AS officials have also come to light.
"He was just too close to the truth for
them," said Hostile Man, a close personal
friend of the guy and co-founder with Hall
of the appreciation Society. "If he doesn't
turn up soon, rocks and garbage will fly

sooner! And by the way, has anyone
checked what's buried underneath those
new palm trees in front of the U.C.? Huh?!
Isn't it strange that those holes were dug
the day he disappeared?"
In a related incident, classes will be
cancelled on Thursday between 11:10 and
1:30 pm in mourning for Hall, and his car
will be towed up and down Marion Way
by security at midnight. Any feelings of
swooning or faintness occuring from the
former Editor-in-Chief and Off-Beat
Editor's disappearance should immediate
ly be reported to the Health Center. Look
here for further developments.

Innocent looking Mike Hall was revealed to be the target of pointed ob
jections from many officials of the USD community. Stern accusations
against him persist.

Vista Rebel Mike Hall
Forced To Resign
by Kent Sligh
Off-beat editor Michael Hall was
forced to resign his editing position
last week following a series of scandals
which shocked the conservative Vista
staff.
The controversy began when Hall
admitted to having smoked marijuana
fourteen years ago during his fourth
year of grammar school.
The situation was further ag
gravated when several photographs of
Hall with model Donna Rice were
discovered.
A subsequent investigation of Hall's
activities yielded a shocking list of im
moral and illegal activities.
It seems that, among other things,
Hall was selling the highly concen
trated form of cocaine known as
"crack" out of the Vista office.
Hall cleverly did his crack operation
from the rest of the vista staff by hav
ing all of his customers wear large
signs that said "I AM NOT BUYING
DRUGS."
It was also discovered that Hall was

JUE FAR SKIE

performing bizarre genetic ex
periments on the campus' many stray
cats late at night in the Vista office.
Authorities are still looking for a two
legged cat with three tails and no
head or torso.
According to the Campus Com
munications Center, Hall used the
Vista P.A.C. number to charge
$2,350.00 worth of calls to an L.A.
based "phone sex" company.
Vista officials said that up to this
point they were going to overlook
Halls activities, but last Thursday
Hall was overheard making ques
tionable remarks about white people's
thighs, and was then formally asked
to resign his position as Off-beat
editor.
Hall will be replaced by staff writer
Kent Sligh, an incredibly talented
young writer with boundless poten
tial.
"Kent is the greatest humorist I've
ever seen — I envy him," he said of
himself.
Hall has pledged to continue to
write for the Off-beat section.

by

GARY LARSON

Bacardi Daiquiri
In a shaker or pitcher with ice, put 2
teaspoons frozen limeade or lemonade
concentrate or Daiquiri mix (or juice
from half a lime or lemon with V2 teas
poon sugar). Add one jigger of Bacar
di. Shake or stir well. Strain. Serve in
a cocktail glass or on the rocks. The
original Daiquiri tya^ pnadq, with
Bacardi rum; the hesf stiLl are:

I'****

"Look, I know you (oiks ore lookin' (or revenge —
bu( there'll be no 'pie-for-a-pie' justice in my town!"

ss»*£.£ eV

''Well, let's see.... So far I've got
rhythm, I've got music ... actually,
who could ask (or anything more?"

One day, Frank knew, he was just going
to have to push that big button.
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Toreros B-Ball Beat Pilots
But Bitten By Bulldogs
USD Tennis Takes
The Gold In Home Tourney
Until last Saturday, USD had never won
it's own San Diego Intercollegiate Invita
tional Tennis Tournament.
In 16 years of previous attempts, the
best the Toreros could manage was second
place (1987). This year, thanks to senior
Rick Matheson and solid performances by
USD's doubles teams, the Toreros took
home the title, besting defending cham
pion Long Beach State by 18 points.
Although the talent rich Toreros had
amassed a comfortable lead after two days,
the final day of play was anything but anticlimatic. Matheson, an athletic all-court
player from Caldwell, Idaho, started the
day with an inspiring come-from-behind
victory over Long Beach State's Chico
Bonner to win the #5—6 singles title. "It
was definitely the highlite of my college
career," said Matheson, "I'll remember
this day a long time."
In the #3—4 consolation final, Dan Mattera outlasted teammate Mark Farren 6-3,
1-6, 7-5. Both had lost first round matches
and had won three matches to play each
other.
In the afternoon, three Toreros doubles
teams competed in the semi-finals of their

respective divisions. In the #1 division,
USD's Dave Stewart and Scott Patridge
were defeated 6-4, 6-4 by Chapman Col
lege. In the #2 division, Toreros J.R. Ed
wards and Mark Farren ousted the Long
Beach participants 7-5, 3-6, 6-1.
On center court, in front of one of the
largest crowds the tournament has ever
drawn, USD's #3 duo of Bubnack and
Choi played one of the most exciting mat
ches of the tournament. They bested
USIU 6-2, 6-3, 6-3.
The final match pitted Edwards and
Farren against Fresno State's Dave
Lomicky and Chris Garety. After battling
for over two hours, the two lost by a nar
row margin.
In the first set, after being down 5-2,
they almost evened the score at 5-all, only
to lose on a 3-all point. Down again in the
second, they caught up and won in a tie
breaker. In the decisive 3rd set, once
again, they fell behind 5-2, only to break
serve, hold and lose another 3-all point
and the match.
"It was a great effort and a great match,"
said Coach Ed Collins. "J.R. and Mark
earned a lot of respect from everyone who
was lucky enough to be there."

by Chris Orr
Last week the USD Torero basket
ball team split a two game home
stand. On Thursday night they
defeated the Portland Pilots, while on
Saturday they lost to the Gonzaga
Bulldogs. The win and loss puts them
at 10 and 13 for the season and two
and eight in West Coast Athletic
Conference play.
Thursday night, the USD Toreros
beat the Portland Pilots 61-41.
Agressive man to man play and a runand-gun offense in the first half
helped the Toreros gain an early lead
where they stayed for the rest of the
night.
They were helped by a Portland
shooting cold streak. When both
teams went into the locker rooms at
half time the Toreros had a respec
table 27-17 lead. When the second
half started USD quickly pushed the
margin to 22 points again helped by a
cold Portland team.
It was a fast paced game with Marty
Munn scoring 16 points while Danny
Means dropped in ten points of his
own. USD was also strong off the
boards pulling down 47 rebounds to
Portland's 45, Munn got eight of those
for USD.
Saturday night wasn't so great for
the Toreros as they went down to the
Bulldogs 78-73. It was a very physical
game where the referees were a domi
nant factor as they called more than

JOSTENS

GOLD RING SALE
IS COMING!

Danny Means (22) and Dondi
Bell (54) go up for the rebound.
50 fouls. There were no fights but
there more than a few elbows thrown
and plenty of body checks.
Shooting 0-4 at the free throw line
and a slow shooting start for USD
was a key factor in the loss as the
Toreros went into half time with a
42-25 deficit to try to overcome.
When the second half started it was
just as intense as the first. The
Toreros rallied to bring the score to
70-64 which soon was cut to 72-70.
When it was over John Sayers
scored 19 of USD's 73 points while
Danny Roe dropped in 20 for Gon
zaga. For the 1020 fans it was an ex
citing if not disappointing game

SOPHOMORES
It's Not Too Late To Join The
Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps (NROTC)

60 OFF 18K
s40 OFF 14K
$20OFFW
Scholarship and non-scholarship programs are available. You must be
between the ages of 17 and 25, and have a 3.0 grade point average or bet

I9aat\v

ter.
After only two years in the NROTC program, you 11 receive a commis
sion in the United States Navy or Marine Corps and earn over $22,000 a
year, with guaranteed pay increases. Additionally, you'll be receiving an
outstanding benefits package with 30 days paid vacation each year,
medical and dental care, low-cost insurance and tax-free allowances.

Don't order your ring until you see Jostens selection of ring designs.
See your Jostens representative for more details.
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For more information call Lieutenant Burgunder at (619) 260-4811.

™

NAVY^ OFFICER.

Date: Feb. 29, March 1-2 Time: 10 A.M. to 2 P.M. Deposit Required: $20.00
Payment Plans

Place: Univei-Mty Center
- Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college Bookstore.
•74<*<Cri2MI)

LEAD THE ADVENTURE.
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University of Wisconsin
Platteville

This Week
In Sports
Upcoming Home Sporting Events
Torero Basketball (men's) — Thurs.
February 25 vs. Pepperdine Univ. Sat.
February 27 vs. Loyola Marymount
(both at 7:30pm).
Torera Basketball (women's) —
Thurs. February 18 vs. Santa Clara.
Sat. February 20th vs. USF (both at
7:30).
Torero Baseball — Fri. February 19
vs. Long Beach State (2:00pm). Tues.
February 23 vs. SDSU (2:00pm).
Mon. February 29 vs. Penn State
(2:00pm).
USD Softball — Tues. February 23
vs. UC Riverside 3:00pm. Fri.
February 26 vs. Loyola Marymount
4:00pm. Sat. February 27 vs. Occiden
tal 12 noon.
USD Tennis (men's) — Thurs.
February 18 vs. Loyola Marymount
(1:30pm).
USD Tennis (women's) — Thurs.
February 18 vs. Loyola Marymount
(1:30pm).
USD Lacrosse — Sat. February 27
vs. UCLA (2:30pm).

Emphases in
Liberal Arts
International Business
Courses available in Spanish
and in English
Fluency in Spanish not required
All courses approved by UW-Platteville
and validated on an official
UW-Platteville iranscript
$3225 per semester for Wisconsin &
Minnesota residents.
$3475 per semester for non-residents.

Costs include
Tuition and Fees
Room and Board with Spanish families
Fieldtrips
All financial aids apply
For further information contact
Study Abroad Programs
308 Warner Hall
University of Wisconsin-Platteville
1 University Plaza
Platteville, Wl 53818-3099
(608) 342-1726

FULL TIME
STUDENTS
We Have Excellent
Auto Insurance Rates
For Qualified Students
call

279-5955

D'AGNESSA INSURANCE
AGENCY
7841 BALBOA AVE. STE. 215
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111

photo by Rob Gannon

Pitcher Tony Battilega (18) shows his stuff against Fresno State.

Weekend USD Baseball Action
In weekend action, the USD Torero Baseball team took one of three games played
against Fresno State University. Saturday and Sunday saw the Toreros lose to Fresno
14-2 and 7-1. Monday, the Toreros posted their only victory, 9-4 over Fresno.

15 th Annual Crew Classic Coming Soon
The USD Crew Team will be competing
in the 15th Annual Crew Classic April 1
and 2 in Mission Bay.
It is the first major intercollegiate rowing
regatta of the season.

Lacrosse Drops One To Cal Poly SLO
by Gary Hadock
The USD Lacrosse team played it's first
home game February 14th against Nor
thern Division II opponents Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo. The team lost the game 12-5
despite some excellent performances.
The team held it's own until the fourth
quarter by keeping the score close. Cal Po
ly outscored USD 4-0 in the fourth
quarter. The team, despite injuries to key
players Mike Manos and Jamie Zukowsky,
played extremely well against the more
organized and practiced Cal Poly.
Scoring for USD went as follows; G.
Haydock, 2 goals and 1 assist, A. Hum
mel, M. Carlson and S. Purnell each with
one goal. B. Benvinuti and K.C.
Gallagher each had one assist.

Word Processing Operator

Two Full Days On The
Ocean Plus Talks On
Safety, Seamanship And
Local Fishing
Knowledge.

Cost: $50, March 5th & 6th
For Information Call:

Chuck 223-3748

Working closely with academic scientists and
other office staff at our LaJolla, CA field site, you
will be responsible for entering draft reports and
correspondence into word processing systems.
Specific tasks include keying-in handwritten draft
material, proofing drafts, inserting transfers and
figures, maintaining all required Togs and track
ing sheets for various materials, ana distributing
review copies. To qualify, you must have a high
school diploma or equivalent education, a typing
proficiency certificate, plus typing skills of 55-70
wpm. 1-2 years of secretarial and wordprocessing experience is highly desirable.

To arrange a personal appointment, please
contact Mary Ann Davis by calling collect at
(703) 883-7056. We are an equal
opportunity/affirmative action employer.

MITRE

Their first conference game against
UCLA will be Saturday, February 27 at
2:30 p.m. at the West Point Field.

Scores And
Highlights
Women's Basketball: Lost to Portland
64-58, lost to Gozaga 77-59.
Swimming: Lost meet to UC San Diego
83-76.
Women's Tennis: Finished fifth at
Arizona Invitational.

WE ALWAYS
NEED LEADERS

(Summer Position)

Ocean Challenge
Seminar

More than 70 men's and women's teams
from the United States and Canada will
be competing in this event.
For information, call the USD Sports
Center at Ext. 4803.

w

The Air Force is looking for
pilots... navigators...
missileers... engineers...
managers and ... more Our positions are important. \bu can get one
through Air Force ROTC
As an Air Force ROTC cadet, you'll be trained
in leadership and management practices. You may
also apply for our scholarship program that helps pay
college expenses, plus $100 per academic month, tax free
After graduation, you'll have all the prestige and respon
sibility erf an Air Force officer You'll discover a new world
where you'll be challenged to excel... and rewarded for your
success. Let us give you the details today

Capt. Frank Carbajal
(619) 265-5545

Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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Word Up Wrecking
Crew Looks Best
In Co-Rec Football
The opening day of Co-Rec football saw
a charged-up Word-Up Wrecking
Crew manhandle (and woman handle)
Stupid Fresh Ethnix despite the gallant
efforts of Todd Dupey and Sergio Guttierrez. A great open field run by Pat Casinelli
set up the first Wrecking Crew score on
a pass from Bill Jones to Paul Leonard.
Jones "elusive" scrambling gave his other
receivers, Johny Yaldo, Leroy Hughes,
and Casinelli enough time to find the
openings which resulted in a 35-6 victory.
It looks as though it will also be a good
season for Sigma Pi gridders Greg Moll,
Griffin Gmelich, Bob Briggs, Susanne
Thiebach, Jeff Barker and Co. Each did
their share in a 35-0 trouncing of the
Muffs. Another Sigma Pi player to
watch is Lisa Prekert. Prekert stepped in
front of a male receiver for probably the
most impressive interception of the day.
Sigma Chi was also victorious. Larry
Getz unloaded three times, hitting Jim
Cuddy, Amy McDevitt and Mark Bale
with scoring passes in a 19-6 victory over
Violets and Violence. The losers also
had some bright spots. John Hoffman and
Rick Matheson showed interchangeable
passing and catching talents, and Dan
Nakahara showed surprising ability runn
ing the ball in the open field.
The combination of Dan Geiger to Bob
Brown will make Tom Neuhoff a con
tender this season. Brown scored twice
and Ken Grimes and Jim Engelman each
tallied to pace Tom Neuhoff to a 26-6
stomping of Out-Ra-Geous. The 69ers,
last year's champion, provided the final
rout of the day. Bob Reisinger and Chris
Carter took it to the Schlongduckers 26-0.

IM Volleyball
Season Underway
In Men's A-league play, John
Pagliuso and the Groove Pounders
out hit Roof-U 15-7, 15-6. The
Groove Pounders had a good allaround team effort as each player ac
counted for at least 2 kills and 1 ace in
the two game match. Pat Hogan led
Roof-U with 3 kills.
In the match of the week, Sigma
Nu got by the Sandies 15-9, 11-15,
15-6. Larry Getz had 4 kills and 4 aces
for the victors while Brendan
Gallagher led the Sandies with 4 kills
of his own. Lictor From Above and
Men of Poltz both had forfeit vic
tories. Lictor From Above actually
fell in three games to Sigma Chi, but
the Sigs were caught using a player
from another team, and were forced to
default.
In the only B-league match of the
week, John Holland led Joy Divi
sion II to an easy 15-6, 15-2 victory
over the Beer Hunters. Not even a
much needed name change (from
Woodrick) was enough to help Karl
Woodrick's team.
In women's play, the Women of
Poltz (a.k.a. Get a Grip) laid claim
to the #1 spot as Mimi Mehrabi and
Jackie Cepe teamed to send Hit and
Run back to the pool deck 15-5,15-9.
Kristin Curry's We Dig Balls had
trouble but got by an impressive Free
Agent (Go Getters) team 15-10,
15-5. Lori Boyett and Maggie Waters
led the victors, while Linda Abbruzzese had 2 kills and 2 aces for the

Go Getters.

Top Teams Victorious In IM Soccer
It was opening day for the Co-Rec Soc
cer league. The easiest winner was the
defending champions, Legion of Doom.
That is usually what happens when you
are scheduled to play Sigma Chi on
opening day. Score this a walkover.
The #L ranked Law School and
Friends took it to XYZ and came away
with a 3-0 victory. Paul Klockenbrink and
Robert Swain scored early to stake Law
School to a 2-0 halftime lead. Then
Klockenbrink added his second goal to in
sure the victory in the final half.
The featured game of the day saw the
pre-season #3 and #5 teams square off, and
when it was over, A.I.A. had retained
their #3 ranking. With Tammy Kelly,
Toni Tortorelli, Gina Labowitz, and Kim
John, Toe Cheese is Hangin' arguably
has the best women in the league. That
fact was not good enough Saturday to

overcome a hat trick by Paul Tobin that
led A.I.A. to its 3-1 victory.
The #4 ranked Sweet Peas won what
might be the most one-sided 1-0 game in
history. Bob Brown's team was in com
plete control, but could not seem to score.
Dan Geiger and Roman Greco had
enough chances to clinch either of them
the season's scoring title. Still, at the half,
As Is was clinging to a 0-0 tie. finally,
Geiger connected in the second half to
provide the margin of victory, but the
Sweet Peas better find some finishers
before the playoffs roll around.
Hungover Butt Loving It hooked up
with the Schlongduckers in a titanic
defensive struggle. Finally, with only a
minute and thirty seconds to play, Chris
Casey found the back of the net to give
Hungover Butt Loving It a 1-0 win and
a 1-0 record.

Top Seeds Win In Opening Week Tennis
There were no surprises in the opening
week of Intramural Tennis as all the top
players in both leagues posted victories. In
the men's A-League, second seeded Dave
Bernauer combined strong serving with
solid ground strokes to coast to a 6-3, 6-1
win over Brian Lebrecht. Third seed,
Tim Storm survived a first set tie-break
loss before kicking it into high gear and
rolling to a 6-7, 6-3, 6-0 triumph over a
tough but overmatched John Fedor. In
the match of the week, Paul Tobin
outlasted Don Morris 7-5, 6-4 to gain a
ranking in this week's poll. John Freese
won two matches this week, the first
thanks to a forfeit, the second at the ex
pense of Alex Hailu, 6-2, 6-4. In the only
other A-League match of the -week, John

Student
Summer
Airfares

Auckland
Bangkok
Caracas
Paris
Madrid
London
Rome

s779
s699
s340
s668
s688
s588
s589

"All fares roundtrip from west coast.

COUNCIL TRAVEL
4429 Cass St., Pacific Beach

270-6401

Abbott had little trouble disposing of
Hiro Saka 6-2, 6-1.
Men's B-League action went pretty
much as expected with top seed Mike
Hedrick rolling all over John Claridy
6-2, 6-0 due to great court coverage and
precise down the line shots. Marc
Thiebach returned to the scene with a
6-0, 6-0 victory over Dave LaPuma in a
match that was much closer than the
score indicated. Mark Frederick had no
trouble with Mark Veals and Paul
Huch and John Keenan posted straight
set victories over members of the opposite
sex. Next week promises to be much more
exciting as the late entries and female divi
sions get underway.

In The Professional
Arena, Outstanding
Communication Skills
Are Critical.
Earn $5-10 hr. (Salary <Sc
Bonus) while developing the skills
that will help you reach your
potential.
Flexible hours (9-30 hr. wk.)
Convenient location. Call:

Pacific Group

563-2050

BUSINESS & MARKETING MAJORS!
Assistant Corporate Recruiter Positions Available
• Work for the A.S. to recruit corporate sponsorship
• Commission
• Possible college credit
• Valuable experience in the corporate world

Phi Kappa Theta: After a horrendous fall semester, the Phi Kaps
have come back with a vengeance in the spring. As of now, the Phi
Kaps have teams entered in men's softball, co-rec football, and co-rec
soccer. All are ranked in the top five of their respective sports. More im
portantly, unlike some other "Greek" teams, none of the Phi Kap
squads have forfeited a game. In men's softball, Phi Kappa Theta has
overcome some serious scheduling dififculties to post a 2-0 record. Last
week's 11-0 victory over Long and Hard moved Doug Gadker's team
to No. 3 in the rankings and earned them the distinction of being IM
Miller Lite Team of the Week.

Pick up application packets in the AS Executive Office in
the University Center.
Deadline is February 26, 1988
For information, call ext. 4715.
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Everything's Back
To Normal
In Men's Softball
After a wild and wacky opening week of
men's Softball, things got back to normal
on the diamond. Top-ranked Uncle
Wiggley's survived it's first serious test of
the year as they held off a determined
Sigma Pi team by the score of 8-6. Timely
hitting and a four run sixth inning
brought Wiggley's back from a deficit.
Then it was Steve Barbaro's clutch pitch
ing which held off a last inning rally. Phi
Kappa Theta also remained undefeated
as they absolutely annihilated Long and
Hard 11-0. Jim Darcey pitched the shut
out and also collected three hits and
Thomas McCabe scored three runs for the
victors. The Rug Munchers rebounded
from last week's shocking tie to squeak by
Hope It Rains 6-4. Johnny Yaldo and
Sam Attisha had three hits a piece and
Vince Ferrer collected seven strikeouts to
bring Hope it Rains back down to earth.
Also rebounding from a poor performance
was Slide 'Em In which combined timely
hitting from Rob Sporl, George Botros
and Carl Moore along with some clutch
defense to cruise to an 11-5 victory over a
seemingly hopeless Sigma Chi team. This
rivalry isn't what it once used to be. Roun
ding out the A-League action was a 4-4 tie
between the Box Boys and the P.P.
Bailers. The Box Boys scored three first
inning runs and then sputtered as the
Bailers clipped away to pull out their se
cond tie of the season. Finally there was
the much improved No Lickin'
EEEDith team which played a great all
around game to cruise to an 8-1 victory
over Up Your Assets. EEEdith scored
five times in the third thanks in large part
to Scott Little's opposite field homerun.
Kenny Grimes also contributed 3-runs as
EEEdith all but wrapped a playoff spot.
As usual the B-league was filled with lots
of runs, errors and laughs. The Bulldogs
pulled off the biggest come from behind
victory as they trailed Liquor and Poker
5-0 in the last inning. Andy Berg's pit
ching had left them searching for answers
and they finally found them and then
some in the final inning as William Con
way, Pat Draude, Paul Giberson and Erik
Swain came through with clutch hitting to
pull out the 6-5 win. In another wild one,
Sigma Pi II barely avoided a forfeit, com
mitted nine errors, but scored three in the
bottom of the seventh to come from
behind and beat Fidem Scit 9-8. Peter
Greeley's single with the bases loaded pro
vided the winning margin. Mmmurrmer-Murmer scored five times in the
third and three in the fifth to come from
behind and beat the Black Sheep 8-6.
Stu Fuhlendorf struck out 6 batters and
the Black Sheep infield contributed
plenty of errors to help the cause. 8
Around the Mound and Guys with
Big Sticks played a seesaw battle for a 5-5
tie while Dickie's Domers provided the
only blowout in the B-League as they
routed the Free Agent's 15-3.

IM Water Polo

Pre-Season Rankings
1. Killer Tsunami
2. A.I.A.
3. 4 Guys and 3 Girls
4. Sigma Pi
5. Free Agents

IM Distinctions
February 8-14

MEN'S SOFTBALL
A LEAGUE
Game of the Week:

Sigma Chi vs Violets and Violence

Uncle Wiggley's vs Sigma Pi

Team of the Week:

CO-REC FOOTBALL
Game of the Week:

Team of the Week:

Word-Up Wrecking Crew

Phi Kappa Theta

Male Player of the Week:

Player of the Week:

Jeff Barker (Sigma Pi)

Jim Darcey (Phi Kappa Theta)

Female Player of the Week:

MEN'S SOFTBALL
B LEAGUE
Game of the Week:

Susanne Thiebach (Sigma Pi)

Bulldogs vs Liquor and Poker

Team of the Week:
Mmuurrmer-Murmur

Player of the Week:
Pat McNeany (Dickie's Domers)

CO-REC SOFTBALL
Game of the Week:
MD and the Motels vs
Leave Our Monkeys Alone

Team of the Week:
Rec-ing Crew

Male Player of the Week:
John Nothdurft (Rec-ing Crew)

Female Player of the Week:
Kathy Whitaker (Rec-ing Crew)

CO-REC SOCCER
Game of the Week:
Hungover vs Schlongduckers

MEN'S TENNIS — A LEAGUE
Match of the Week:
Paul Tobin vs Don Morris

Player of the Week:
Paul Tobin

MEN'S TENNIS - B LEAGUE
Match of the Week:
Mike Hedrick vs. John Claridy

Player of the Week:
Mike Hedrick

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Match of the Week:
Sigma Nu vs Sandies

Team of the Week:
Groove Pounders

Player of the Week:
Larry Getz (Sigma Nu)

Team of the Week:

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Match of the Week:

Alcoholics in Action

We Dig Balls vs Go Getters

Male Player of the Week:
Paul Tobin (A.I.A.)

Female Player of the Week:
Tammy Kelly (Toe Cheese)

Team of the Week:
Women of Poltz

Player of the Week:
Jackie Cepe (Women of Poltz)

Square Pan IM
Players Of The Week
Last Saturday saw the start of a new IM
sport, Women's 4x4 Volleyball and
despite predictions to the contrary, the
league appears very solid. One thing,
however, is certain. The most dominant
player on the court last Saturday played
for the Women of Poltz and her name is
Jackie Cepe. Cepe's powerful hitting was
the main reason the top ranked team was
able to overwhelm Hit and Run 15-5,
15-9. It also earned her the award for

Square Pan IM Player of the Week.
John Nothdurft is another who had an
outstanding week. He started out Satur
day by hitting for the cycle in the Rec-ing
Crew's 22-2 win over AkPsi. On Sun
day, he contributed to the 69ers easy 26-0
win over the Schlongduckers and then
went 2 for 3 and scored twice in Hope It
Rains' 6-4 loss to the Rug Munchers.
Add it all up, and Nothdurft is also a
Square Pan IM Player of the Week.

You Make The Call
It was a busy weekend for IM officials
with volleyball, softball, and soccer on
Saturday. Then there was football and
more softball on Sunday. Fortunately, a
number of officials, notably Tom Grace,
Brent Shaffer, Rick Keeley, Scott Little,
Kevin Little, Tom Gorman and Dave
Gilmore, really came through in the
clutch. Good job guys!
Next up will be basketball and floor
hockey and more officials will be needed
to cover these sports. If you are interested
in refereeing, attend the clinic(s) of your
choice. The basketball meeting is Tuesday
March 1 from 12:00 noon-l:30 pm and the

hockey meeting is in the evening, Wed
nesday March 2 from 7:00-8:30 pm.
Now for this week's question:
Hypothetically, in a co-rec football game,
let's say Doug Gadker is quarterbacking
Phi Kappa Theta (It is obviously late in
a one-sided game). Gadker throws a for
ward screen pass to John Abbate who cat
ches the ball behind the line of scrimmage
and then runs it for a 20 yard gain. You
make the call! Is this a legal play? Answer:
No. At no time may any male player cary
the ball across the line of scrimmage.
Penalize the Phi Kaps 5 yards for an il
legal ball carrier.

IM Play Of The Week
It may not have figured prominently in
the final score, but moral victories have
their worth too. It had been a long day for
Stupidfresh Ethnix and time was runn
ing out on what looked like a 35-0
whitewash against the top ranked WordUp Wrecking Crew. Another despera
tion pass was in the air and heading to the

hands of defensive back Vince Ferrer.
This time, however, Ferrer could not hold
on, and the deflection was grabbed by
Sergio Guttierrez who ran the rest of the
way for the shut-out avoiding touchdown
and the distinction of taking part in the
IM Play of the Week.

Ball Bangers To
Play EEEdith In
Co-Rec Softball
The #1 ranked Ballbangers will face.#2
Come On EEEdith this Saturday to
decide the #1 ranking, and last Saturday,
both teams notched impressive wins in
preparing for this matchup. The
Ballbangers faced a solid AKPsi team,
Barb Come Back, but showed little
mercy, burying their opponent 18-6 in just
six innings. Rob Sporl had five hits and
Tim Kaiser and Terry Davis added four a
piece. The women were paced by Kathy
Hayes, who had four hits and Susanne
Thiebach with three. Pat Connolly and
Dan Miller had two hits a piece in a losing
cause, as Barb Come Back fell to 0-2.
Come On EEEdith showed the same
type of dominance in their game, destroy
ing #5 ranked Beef and Buns 12-2, in a
five inning contest. Kelly Curtis, Holly
Roloff, and Kenny Grimes supplied the of
fense as EEEdith shut down the Beef
and Buns attack. Damian Head and Paul
Foy were a combined four for four, but
Beef and Buns couldn't get anything go
ing and dropped to a 1-1 on the season.
Last semester's champion, Better Buy
the Case faced a new team, Let's Drink
After, who had won their first game in
impressive fashion over Sigma Chi. Let's
Drink could only field three women for
this game though, and suffered the conse
quences in a 6-4 defeat. Better Buy's
men collected 10 hits in 16 at bats, four of
those by lead-off batter Bob Reisinger to
nail down the opponent. Let's Drink
After managed to collect three runs in the
4th to make it close, but Better Buy add
ed two in the sixth to clinch the win, this
despite a 3 for 3 performance by Tom
"gumby" Pehl.
Sigma Chi found itself in need of a vic
tory after an opening day loss, and
responded by dumping Dixie Rect II,
15-8. Sigma Chi scored five runs in the
first and third innings to jump out to an
early lead 10-3, and never looked back.
Larry Getz and Ron Wood were each four
for four, and Amy McDevitt added two
hits. Dixie Rect was led by Ray Smith
and Kelly Finnegan.
The Rec-ing Crew will resurface in the
rankings after a 22-2 annihilation of the
AKPsi Pleasure!?) Machine. The Recing Crew pounded out 32 hits in just five
innings, while giving up only 8. Kathy
Whitaker had 5 hits, and six others had
four hits a piece as the Rec-ing Crew
showed they are still contenders for this
year's championship.
Later in the day, Feel This dropped a
bomb on the Litter Box, 12-5. Charlie
Goldberg, Mike Sackmaster and Michelle
Hayes supplied the offense with three hits
each as Feel This jumped out to a 9-0
lead early. The Litter Box mounted a
comeback with key hits by Dave Nottoli
and Rosemarie Ryder but fell short in the
end.
In the Law League, MD and The
Motels upped their record to 2-0 by drop
ping Leave Our Monkey's Alone in a
tight one 8-7. The score was tied 6-6 after
three innings, but the Motels added two
in the fourth with clutch hitting by Marlin
Howes, Bill Miltner, and Janet Cross, to
take the lead for good. Brian Moss had 3
hits for the Monkey's in a losing cause.

Entries Due Mar. 2
for 5x5 Basketball
and Floor Hockey

